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TO
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Marketing



Everybody makes the Instagram bio
trick overly complicated for no reason! 

 
Here's a quick formula to having an

authentic IG bio

Bio: We specialize in bringing the most up-
to-date Instagram tips and tricks to grow
your audience instantly. Learn how to 10x

your followers in 6 months

Step
#1

Your Bio

Your name | keyword that your specialize
in. Ex: Jane Doe | Instagram Tips

Link to a FREE helpful source Ex: blog,
lookbook, free download,etc. 



Create a theme look or an aesthetic! People love
looking at things that are coordinated!

 
Use your brand colors for informational posts.

 
If you own a clothing company post nudes and

browns for the week and switch it up. 
Plan your posts so that it's cohesive!

Step
#2

Your Posts



Step
#3

Schedule

It's time for you to create a solid posting schedule for
Instagram. Now this may seem hard to you BUT

here's a great tip for making it easier on yourself!
 

USE YOUR INSIGHTS!
 

If you have a business account on Instagram (which
you should!)   Check to see when your audience is
online to help you create a schedule that will best

suit the people following you! 
 



Step
#3

Utilizing all 
Instagrams Features

Instagram Reels are taking over the app! This is one of
the most important new features on Instagram. Post at

least 4 reels a week and watch the numbers run up!
 

Instagram TV! A long form version of video on
Instagram. If you go live and want more people to see,

save it as an IGTV. You can also use IGTV to create
tutorials.

One of the best and personal ways to conect with your
audience is through Instagram live! You can host

Q&A's, host conversations with your audience and use
it to build a new relationship with your audience.

Instagram stories is another phenomenal way to
interact with your audience. Post on your IG stories at

least 5x a day. You can give updates, show how you
create a product, show how you package your

products, etc. Another great way to raise engagement
on your IG stories is to put a poll on your stories for

your audience to interact with. 



Step
#4

Create A Strategy

Using these steps I've just given you should not only up
your marketing hame but it should also help you put

together a solid strategy. 
 

Find new ways to bring your audience along your
journey as a business owner! This will instantly build
the relationship you need to turn them into buyers. 

 
Don't stick to just one strategy to captivate your

audience. Try different techniques and tactics but
above all else HAVE FUN!

 
 

People enjoy personality and valuable information and
if you can provide both effortlessly, you are on your

way to successful marketing!


